Alcoholism (ALC) and HIV-1 infection (HIV) each affects emotional and attentional processes and integrity of brain white matter fibers likely contributing to functional compromise. The highly prevalent ALC þHIV comorbidity may exacerbate compromise. We used diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) and an emotional Stroop Match-to-Sample task in 19 ALC, 16 HIV, 15 ALC þ HIV, and 15 control participants to investigate whether disruption of fiber system integrity accounts for compromised attentional and emotional processing. The task required matching a cue color to that of an emotional word with faces appearing between the color cue and the Stroop word in half of the trials. Nonmatched cue-word color pairs assessed selective attention, and face-word pairs assessed emotion. Relative to controls, DTI-based fiber tracking revealed lower inferior longitudinal fasciculus (ilf) integrity in HIV and ALC þ HIV and lower uncinate fasciculus (uf) integrity in all three patient groups. Controls exhibited Stroop effects to positive face-word emotion, and greater interference was related to greater callosal, cingulum and ilf integrity. By contrast, HIV showed greater interference from negative Stroop words during color-nonmatch trials, correlating with greater uf compromise. For face trials, ALC and ALC þ HIV showed greater Stroop-word interference, correlating with lower cingulate and callosal integrity. Thus, in HIV, conflict resolution was diminished when challenging conditions usurped resources needed to manage interference from negative emotion and to disengage attention from wrongly cued colors (nonmatch). In ALC and ALC þ HIV, poorer callosal integrity was related to enhanced emotional interference suggesting curtailed interhemispheric exchange needed between preferentially righthemispheric emotion and left-hemispheric Stroop-word functions.
Introduction
A substantial proportion of individuals with HIV have comorbid conditions, notably alcohol abuse (Cooper & Cameron, 2005) , which can impair immune responses possibly exacerbating neuroinflammation and neurodegeneration (Persidsky et al., 2011; Potula et al., 2006) . Alcohol consumption is also associated with an increase in HIV type 1 virus replication in peripheral blood mononuclear cells (Bagasra & Pomerantz, 1993) and compromise of the blood brain barrier, thereby increasing viral entry and microglial activation (Persidsky, Zheng, Miller, & Gendelman, 2000; Wang, Sun, & Goldstein, 2008) . There is evidence that both HIV-1 and alcohol induce oxidative stress by enhancing the production of cytotoxins associated with neuronal compromise (Boyadjieva & Sarkar, 2010; Gonzalez-Scarano & Martin-Garcia, 2005) and targeting gene expression level associated with defects in myelin metabolism and HIV-1-associated neurocognitive disorder (Borjabad et al., 2011) .
Functional and structural neuroimaging studies in HIV (Ernst, Chang, Jovicich, Ames, & Arnold, 2002) and in alcoholism (Fein et al., 2006; Makris et al., 2008; Marinkovic et al., 2009 ) report abnormalities in frontostriatal and limbic systems, which are relevant for emotional and reward processing and for cognitive and behavioral control. The caudate is preferentially affected in HIV (Ances et al., 2006; Goodkin et al., 1997) and is associated with gating functions of salient and emotionally relevant information (Carretie et al., 2009; Horvitz, 2002) and with reward-based behavioral learning (Haruno et al., 2004; Kim & Lee, 2011) . HIV and alcoholism each also affect gray matter nodes of limbic and frontal brain systems (HIV: Ances, Ortega, Vaida, Heaps, & Paul, 2012; Clark, Cohen, Westbrook, Devlin, & Tashima, 2010; Di Sclafani et al., 1997; Stout et al., 1998; Towgood et al., 2012; alcoholism: Fortier et al., 2011; Pfefferbaum et al., 2012) 
